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COMSOFT Solutions and SITA work together to ensure flight safety
SITA-AMHS gateway assists XML data exchange to support enhanced air traffic management

Air Navigation Service Providers (ANSPs) are globally moving from Aeronautical Fixed Telecommunication
Network (AFTN) to ATS Message Handling System (AMHS) to enable a highly performant and future-proof
environment for current and future rich data exchange.
To allow business continuity and adapt to technology changes while providing enhanced services,
Comsoft Solutions and SITA, the air transport IT and communications specialist, have successfully
developed and deployed an XML Type X-AMHS Gateway in Atlanta, allowing the exchange of legacy and
rich data between airlines and ANSPs.
The ability of AMHS to transmit XML-based data formats plays an important role in the evolving needs of
air traffic management, facilitating the transmission of critical messages, regardless of the message size
or characteristics. The XML Type X-AMHS Gateway consists of a redundant operational and contingency
system with switchover facility that offers full integration with SITA Type B and Type X infrastructure.
Comsoft Solutions’ MHS Business Unit Manager, Uwe Kurpat, noted: “The SITA gateway enables reliable
and secure data exchange across the air transport industry to ease the migration to AMHS. By combining
our expertise in AMHS with SITA, who have over 40 years’ experience operating a Type B-AFTN data
sharing gateway, we are able to provide an appropriate solution for the adoption of AMHS and facilitate
the use of XML.”
Dominique El Bez, Vice President Messaging at SITA, commented: “As the industry leader, it is our role to
leverage our air transport messaging expertise to provide fit-for-purpose solutions that respond to
modern business needs. The collaboration between Comsoft Solutions and SITA simplifies and reduces
the cost of supporting specific air traffic control-related connections and platforms to adapt to the
required ANSP environment. At the same time, it makes all necessary conversions to deliver to AFTN or
AMHS using Type X and Type B for enhanced data exchange.”
Airlines, airports, aircraft, ground handlers, governments, air cargo, aerospace, air navigation service
providers and international organisations use SITA’s information and communication technology
solutions, relying on its expertise to keep the industry in motion. Moreover, SITA received a private

domain under ICAO global domain as well as their approval to connect to AMHS, which allows SITA to
have modern connectivity to AMHS while expanding its global reach.
Comsoft Solutions provides its market-leading AMHS messaging solution, AIDA-NG, to its worldwide
customer base. Currently, 84 per cent of all worldwide AMHS connections are made by organisations
using Comsoft Solutions’ AIDA-NG, highlighting the German expert’s proficiency in AFTN to AMHS
migration.

About COMSOFT Solutions GmbH
COMSOFT Solutions GmbH was founded in 2016 from major assets of the previous COMSOFT GmbH, which
was established in 1979. The company is now a member of the FREQUENTIS Group, with expertise that
cover a vast proportion of the modern ATM industry, providing market-leading AMHS solution AIDA-NG, and
innovative surveillance and communication solutions such as ADS-B and Multilateration sensors. Additionally,
COMSOFT Solutions is the turnkey supplier of Surveillance Data Distribution System (SDDS-NG).
The high-quality portfolio and skilled team, coupled with the FREQUENTIS Groups vast expertise, will
continue to develop innovative solutions for the ATM Market, consistent with international standards.
For more info visit www.comsoft.aero or contact: Jennifer.mclellan@comsoft.aero | Tel: +49 721 9497 – 1086

SITA at a glance
SITA is the communications and IT solution provider that transforms air travel through technology for
airlines, at airports and on aircraft. The company’s portfolio covers everything from managed global
communications and infrastructure services, to eAircraft, passenger management, baggage, self-service,
airport and border management solutions. Owned 100% by more than 400 air transport industry members,
SITA has a unique understanding of its needs and places a strong emphasis on technology innovation.
For further information, please visit www.sita.aero.

